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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has expanded its implementation to support German with a locale code of de. 

The current resource bundle is checkout.properties. 

To which file should the developer add German string values? 

A. checkout.properties in the default locale folder 

B. de_checkout. properties in resources folder 

C. checkout_de.properties in resources folder 

D. checkout.properties in the de locale folder 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A Digital Developer noticed that cartridges in their workspace are NOT executing. The Developer confirms that the
cartridges are uploaded to the B2C Commerce server connection\\'s target version directory. Which action potentially
solves this problem? 

A. Set the active code version to use the latest compatibility mode. 

B. Remove invalid characters from cartridge file and folder names. 

C. Set the server connection\\'s target version directory to the active code version. 

D. Remove invalid characters from the code version\\'s name. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers calls the following combination of products "The Basics" and sells the combination as a unique
product ID: One Model 103 container Five Model 611 containers Three Model 201 containers 

The Developer created these three products in the catalog. What is the next step in Business Manager to create "The
Basics" as a combination? 

A. In the Product Bundles module, create a bundle named "The Basics." 

B. In the Products module, create a product named "The Basics" and add the products to the Product Bundles tab. 

C. In the Product Sets module, create a product set named "The Basics." 

D. In the Products module, create a product named "The Basics" and add the products to the Product Sets tab. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Given the file structure below, which ISML method call renders the customLandingPage template? 

A. ISML.renderTemplate(\\'content/custom/customLandingPage\\'); 

B. ISML.renderTernplate(\\'cartridge/ternplates/default/content/custom/customLandingPage\\'); 

C. ISML(\\'content/custom/customLandingPage\\'); 

D. ISML.render(\\'content/custom/customLandingPage\\'); 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A digital instance has one site, with one master product catalog separate from the site catalog. Some, but 

NOT all, products in the master catalog are assigned to categories of the site catalog. 

Using Business Manager, how can a Digital Developer create a catalog export file that contains only the 

products assigned to the site catalog? 

A. Use the Catalog Export module to export the site catalog. 

B. Use the Site Import and Export module to export the master catalog, filtered by site catalog categories to export
specific products. 

C. Use the Catalog Export module to export the master catalog, with a category-assignment search to export specific
products. 

D. Use the Site Import and Export module to export both the site catalog and the master catalog in a single archive. 

Correct Answer: C 
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